Let u be a closed convex cone in a Hilbert space r Y hÁY Ái, and let u be its positive dual cone. The u-eigenvalues of a continuous linear mapping e X r 3 r are de®ned via the complementarity system: x P u, ex À kx P u , hxY ex À kxi 0X This paper explores two issues related to this concept: existence results, and upper bounds for the number of u-eigenvalues when the cone u is ®nitely generated. Special attention is devoted to the case of a Pareto cone in a ®nite dimensional space. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors play a fundamental role in the analysis of linear dierential systems. The same remark applies to the case of equilibrium systems of the form ut P p utY 1X1
where p X R n 3 R n is a multivalued mapping whose graph
Gr p X fxY y P R n Â R n X y P p xg is a cone with vertex at the origin, i.e.
0Y 0 P Gr p Y and a Gr p Gr p for all a b 0X 1X2
Such a type of multivalued mapping is referred to as a proess.
It is clear from (1.2) that the trivial trajectory uÁ 0 is a solution to (1.1). More generally, if n P R n is a stationary point of p, i.e. 0 P p n, then the constant trajectory uÁ n is a solution to (1.1). It is then natural to ask whether or not a system like (1.1) admits nonconstant trajectories. As noticed already by Rockafellar [9] , the change of variables ut e kt vt leads to the equivalent system vt kvt P p vtX 1X3
This transformation makes use of the positive homogeneity of p. The stationary points of the system (1.3) are the vectors x P R n such that kx P p xX 1X4
The above discussion leads to the following basic principle:
if the pair kY x satisfies condition 1X4Y then the trajectory t U 3 ut e kt x is a solution to equilibrium system 1X1X
& 1X5
If the trajectory constructed above is nonconstant, then x must be a nonzero vector; this requires k to be an eigenvalue of p , and x to be a corresponding eigenvector. Much attention has been devoted in recent years to the eigenvalue analysis of processes that have a convex graph (convex processes, for short). Important contributions to this research area include the works of Aubin et al. [3] , and Leizarowitz [7] , among others. The purpose of this paper is to explore the case of a nonconvex process de®ned by linear complementarity conditions. To be more speci®c, given a linear mapping e X R n 3 R n , and a closed convex cone u R n , we consider an equilibrium system of the form:
where hÁY Ái stands for the usual inner product in R n , and u X fw P R n X hwY pi P 0 for all p P ug denotes the (positive) dual cone of u. The process p X R n 3 R n which leads to the system (1.6) is, of course, given by
The above multivalued mapping is referred to as the liner omplementrity proess associated to the pair eY u. The constraint ut P u can be seen as a viability condition: the trajectory t U 3 ut must lie within a prescribed admissible set u (usually u is the Pareto cone R n , in which case the constraint ut P n means that u i t P 0 Vi 1Y F F F Y n). One should, however, distinguish between the equilibrium system (1.6) and the liner viility system ut eutY ut P uX 1X8
A solution to (1.8) is a solution also to (1.6), but not conversely. A system like (1.8) is quite restrictive, in the sense that it may have the trivial trajectory uÁ 0 as unique solution. In contrast, the equilibrium system (1.6) admits nonconstant trajectories under very mild assumptions on the cone u (cf. Sections 2 and 3).
Existence of eigenvalues for the linear complementarity process
This section deals with the existence of nonconstant trajectories for equilibrium system (1.6). According to basic principle (1.5), this question is related to the existence of eigenvalues, and corresponding eigenvectors, for the multivalued mapping p given by (1.7). The linear complementarity process (1.7) can be de®ned also in an in®nite dimensional setting. Without extra cost, one can work in the context of a Hilbert space r Y hÁY Ái. The positive dual cone of u r is obviously u fw P r X hwY pi P 0 for all p P ug.
De®nition 2.1. Let e X r 3 r be a continuous linear mapping. The real number k is said to be a u-eigenvalue of e if there is a nonzero vector x P r such that
According to this de®nition, k P is a u-eigenvalue of e if and only if k P is an eigenvalue of the linear complementarity process associated to eY u. Observe that if x P r is a nonzero vector satisfying (2.1), then necessarily
Hence, e admits a u-eigenvalue if and only if there exists a nonzero vector x P r such that x P u and e x P u , with
The next theorem gives a sucient condition for the existence of u-eigenvalues.
Recall that a nonempty set r is said to be a shell for the cone u r if does not contain the origin 0 P r , and u fap X a P Y p P g. 
WpY pX
Since WpY p 0 for all p P , the above inequality can be written in the form W" xY p T 0 for all p P , or equivalently, h e " xY pi P 0 for all p P . Since is a shell of u, one obtains e " x P u X This proves that " k h" xY e" xiah" xY " xi is a ueigenvalue of e. Ã Remark. Suppose the closed convex cone u r is locally compact and pointed, i.e. u Àu f0g. Then, K admits a convex compact shell (cf. [1] , p. 38).
As a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the above remark, it follows immediately that:
n is pointed losed onvex oneD then eh liner mpping e X R n 3 R n hs t lest one u-eigenvlue.
Remark. The pointedness assumption in Corollary 2.1 cannot be removed. To see this, just consider the cone u fp P R 3 X p 1 0g, and a linear mapping e X R 3 3 R 3 with matrix representation of the form
In this case k is a K-eigenvalue of A if and only if k is an eigenvalue of the submatrix
Of course, this submatrix has no real eigenvalues.
Existence of eigenvalues via contractibility
This section aims at extending Theorem 2.1 to the case of a cone u with following property: u admits a shell that is compact, but not necessarily convex (think, for instance, of the cone u Â ). The lack of convexity of rules out the use of the standard Ky Fan inequality. There is, however, a modi®ed version of Ky Fan's inequality that requires to have a generalized convexity structure (-structure, for short). To formulate this concept precisely, we will have to introduce some machinery. This technical section deviates from the mainstream of our work. The reader who is not familiar with -structured spaces, can skip this part and go directly to Section 4.
Recall that a topological space is said to be contractible if there are a point q 0 P and a continuous function h X Â 0Y 1 3 such that hqY 0 q for all q P , and hqY 1 q 0 for all q P (for instance, any starlike set in a topological linear space is contractible). A Estruture on a topolgical space is a multivalued mapping q X hi 3 such that:
Vg P hiY qg is nonempty and contractibleY VgY h P hiY g h implies qg qhY 3X1
where hi stands for the family of nonempty ®nite subsets of . One says that i is a q-set if Vg P hiiY qg i. More information on these concepts can be found in the paper [5] by Horvath, from where we take the following generalization of Ky Fan's inequality:
, p. 354). vet q e Estruture over the topologil spe D nd let W X Â 3 e funtion suh tht:
hen the following lterntive holds:
With this lemma in hand it becomes fairly simple to prove the following extension of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 3.1. vet u r e one with ompt shell . uppose is equipped with Estruture q suh tht Vw P r Y fp P X hwY pi`0g is q-set 3X2
henD eh ontinuous liner mpping e X r 3 r hs t lest one u-eigenvlue.
Proof. Let W X Â 3 be de®ned as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Then W satis®es the assumptions (i)±(iii) of Lemma 3.1. Since WpY p 0 for all p P , the alternative (a) in Lemma 3.1 must hold. The rest of the proof is as in Theorem 2.1. Ã
To illustrate the use of Theorem 3.1, consider the following example:
Example 3.1. The cone u Â does not admit a convex compact shell, so Theorem 2.1 cannot be applied in this case. u admits, however, a shell that is at least compact, namely
Here sY t denotes the closed segment joining and . Moreover, can be equipped with a -structure q. To see this, take continuous bijection f X 0Y 1 3 and de®ne qg f cofr P 0Y 1 X f r P ggVg P hi, where``co'' stands for the convex hull. So q can be interpreted a convex hull operator relative to the set . It is clear that any set of the form fp P X hwY pi`0g is a q-set. Consequently, any linear mapping e X R 2 3 R 2 has u-eigenvalues. Of course, this low dimensional example can be worked out in a more direct manner.
As a way of application of Theorem 3.1, consider the second-order system z z z T 0Y z P 0Y z z z z 0Y 3X3
where P and P are given constants. The standard transformation u 1 zY u 2 z, brings (3.3) to the form
This corresponds to the linear complementarity process associated to u Â and e 0 1 À À ! X Theorem 3.1 guarantees the existence of u-eigenvalues of e. Of course, the ueigenvalues of e can be found directly by solving the inequality system
On Pareto-eigenvalues
From now on we concentrate on the linear complementarity system
associated to the Pareto cone R n . The inequality``P '' in (4.1) is understood in the componentwise sense, i.e. x P 0 if and only if x P R n . For convenience, a linear mapping e X R n 3 R n will be identi®ed with an element of the space w n of square (real) matrices of order n Â n. De®nition 4.1. A real number k is said to be a retoEeigenvlue of the matrix e P w n if there is a nonzero vector x P R n satisfying (4.1). In such a case, x is called a retoEeigenvetor of e (associated to the value k). The set of all Pareto-eigenvalues of e P w n is called the retoEspetrum of e, and it is denoted by P(A).
Since R n is a pointed closed convex cone, it follows from Corollary 2.1 that each matrix e P w n has at least one Pareto-eigenvalue. The next theorem tells us how to compute the Pareto-eigenvalues of a given square matrix. Before we state this result, it would be convenient to introduce some terminology: De®nition 4.2. k P is said to be a erronEeigenvlue of e P w n if there is a nonzero vector x P R n such that
If the system
admits a solution, then k P is said to be a strit erronEeigenvlue of e.
We need also to ®x some notation. For each nonempty subset s of the index set x f1Y F F F Y ng, denote be e s the principal submatrix of e which is obtained by deleting the ith row and the ith column of e, whenever i T P s. The symbol j s j denotes the cardinality of s. So, e s is a square matrix of order j s j Â j s j. When s x, the principal submatrix e s is just e itself. As usual, the entries of e are denoted by ij .
Theorem 4.1. vet e P w n . hen, k P is retoEeigenvlue of e if nd only if there exist nonempty index set s x nd vetor g P R jsj suh tht e s g kgY g P intR jsj Y 4X4 jPs ij g j P 0Y for ll i P x n sX 4X5 sn suh seD the vetor x P R n given y
is retoEeigenvetor of e ssoited to the vlue k.
Proof. The ®rst thing which has to be mentioned in relation to (4.1) is that this linear complementary system can be written in the componentwise from
Let x P R n be a nonzero solution of (4.7). Consider the index set s fi P x X x i b 0g, and the vector g P R jsj given by g i x i , for all i P s. The last condition in (4.7) yields jPs ij g j À kg i 0 Vi P sY i.e. e s g kg, with g P intR jsj . The second condition in (4.7) yields (4.5). Conversely, if (4.4) and (4.5) hold for some nonempty index set s and some g P R jsj , then the nonzero vector (4.6) solves the system (4.7). Ã
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1, one obtains:
Corollary 4.1. sf k P is retoEeigenvlue of e P w n , then k P is strit erronEeigenvlue of some prinipl sumtrix of e P w n . he onverse stteE ment is true if the offEdigonl entries of e re nonEnegtive.
To illustrate Theorem 4.1, consider the following simple example. ! X k 5 and k 7 are strict Perron-eigenvalues of e, so k 5 and k 7 are also Pareto-eigenvalues of e. When s f1g, one gets the 1 Â 1 matrix e s 8. Clearly k 8 is a strict Perron-eigenvalue of e s , and condition (4.5) holds for any g 1 b 0. So, k 8 is a Pareto-eigenvalue of e. When s f2g, one gets the 1 Â 1 matrix e s 4. It is easy to see that k 4 is a strict Perron-eigenvalue of e s , but there is no g 2 b 0 satisfying (4.5). So, k 4 is not a Pareto-eigenvalue of e. Summarizing, the Pareto-spectrum of e is Pe f5Y 7Y 8g.
Bounds for the number of Pareto-eigenvalues
The Pareto-eigenvalue structure of a square matrix provides a valuable information on the matrix itself. A square matrix of order n Â n may have a very small number of Pareto-eigenvalues, or it may have a very large number of them. The purpose of this section is to establish bounds for the cardinality of the Pareto-spectrum.
To start with, we record below some trivial facts:
Proposition 5.1. yne hs: (a) he retoEeigenvlues of digonl mtrix oinide with the digonl entriesF sn prtiulrD digonl mtrix of order n Â n n hve t most n retoEeigenvlues. (b) e skewEsymmetri mtrix hs extly one retoEeigenvlueD nmely k 0.
An upper bound for the number of Pareto-eigenvalues of a general matrix of order n Â n, can be obtained by using Corollary 4.1 Proposition 5.2. e mtrix e P w n n hve t most d n X n2 nÀ1 retoEeigenE vlues.
Proof. e P w n can have at most n strict Perron-eigenvalues. There are n principal submatrices of size n À 1 Â n À 1, and each one of them can have at most n À 1 strict Perron-eigenvalues. The same argument is applied to the nn À 1a2 principal submatrices of size n À 2 Â n À 2, and so on. In this way one gets the upper bound
The bound d n grows extremely fast with respect to the size n. It is then important to identify some classes of matrices for which this bound can be tightened. The following lemma is a step in that direction. Recall that a Zmatrix is a square matrix with nonpositive o-diagonal entries.
Lemma 5.1. vet e e squre mtrix stisfying ny of the following onditions: (i) e is symmetri; (ii) e is Emtrix; (iii) Àe is Emtrix.
henD e dmits t most one strit erronEeigenvlue.
Proof. The above result is probably known. The case (i) is fairly simple to prove. Indeed, eigenvectors associated to dierent eigenvalues must be orthogonal. But the Pareto cone cannot contain two orthogonal vectors in its interior. Consider now the condition (iii). Let k 1 P and k 2 P be two strict Perron-eigenvalues of the matrix e P w n . Therefore there are vectors x P intR n and z P intR n such that ex k 1 xY ez k 2 z. Hence e as n x k 1 axY e as n z k 2 azY where a is any real number and s n denotes the identity matrix of order n Â n. If one picks a suciently large, then all the entries of the matrix e as n are nonnegative. A result of Berman and Plemmons ( [4] , p. 11) yields in this case the equality k 1 a k 2 a, from where one derives the desired conclusion. The case (ii) can be treated in a similar way. Ã With the above lemma in hand, it is now easy to obtain: Proposition 5.3. vet e P w n e mtrix stisfying ny of the onditions stted in vemm 5.1. henD e n hve t most b n X 2 n À 1 retoEeigenvlues.
Proof. The proof is as in Proposition 5.2, except that now each principal submatrix of e can have at most one strict Perron-eigenvalue. So, one gets the upper bound
Remark. The symmetric case in Proposition 5.3 is the result of joint discussion with Yaw Chang, to whom I express my appreciation.
By playing with Lemma 5.1 and the condition (4.5), one obtains:
Corollary 5.1. e squre mtrix with negtive offEdigonl entries hs extly one retoEeigenvlue.
Proof. Let e P w n be such that ij`0 Y Vi T j. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that e has at most one strict Perron-eigenvalue. The strict Perron-eigenvalues of the principal submatrices e 1 , with s T x , cannot be a Pareto-eigenvalue of e. This is due to the fact that any g P intR jsj violates the condition (4.5). Ã The assumption of Corollary 5.1 is, of course, quite strong. A much weaker assumption is the negativity of the o-diagonal entries on a particular row. In such a case, one gets:
Proposition 5.4. uppose the offEdigonl entries on prtiulr row of e P w n re negtiveF hen e hs t most c n X n 12 nÀ2 retoEeigenvlues.
Proof. Let i P x be an index such ij`0 Y Vj P x n fig. Due to the condition (4.5), one must consider only the principal submatrices e 1 , with i P s. Among the principal submatrices of order k Â k, there are
of them with that property. This leads to the upper bound
A simple calculation shows that the last expression is equal to n 12 nÀ2 . Ã A similar type of argument leads to the following result:
Proposition 5.5. uppose the offEdigonl entries on prtiulr row of e P w n re negtiveF woreoverD suppose tht e is either symmetri or EmtrixF henD e hs t most a n X 2 nÀ1 retoEeigenvlues.
Proof. This time one has to compute
The bounds obtained in Propositions 5.2±5.5 are related as follows: Table 1 displays the growth of these bounds with respect to the size n.
Eigenvalues relative to a ®nitely generated cone
A closed convex cone u in a Hilbert space (r Y hÁY Ái is said to be ®nitely generated if there is a ®nite collection
The cone (6.1) behaves very much like the usual Pareto cone R p , in the sense that:
Proposition 6.1. sf the losed onvex one u r is ®nitely genertedD then eh ontinuous liner mpping e X r 3 r hs ®nite numer of u-eigenvlues. wore preiselyD if u dmits representtion (6.1), then eh ontinuous liner mpping e X r 3 r hs t most d p p2 pÀ1 u-eigenvlues.
Proof. Consider the continuous linear mapping g X r 3 R p given by
has a nonzero solution. Letẽ P w p andf P w p be the matrix representations of the linear mappings geg Ã X R p 3 R p and gg Ã X R p 3 R p , respectively. So (6.2) corresponds to the generalized eigenvalue problem
This is the same system as in (4.1), except that nowf may dier from the identity matrix. But Theorem 4.1 can be extended to this more general setting. This extension and the same arguments used in Proposition 5.2, lead to the upper bound d p . Ã
Remark.
A representation like (6.1) of a ®nitely generated cone is not unique.
To reduce the value of d p it is convenient to take p as small as possible. So, one can assume that none of the vectors 1 Y F F F Y p can be expressed as nonnegative linear combination of the others.
Conclusions and open questions
The linear complementarity system (2.1) can be written in the form of a variational inequality x P uY hex À kxY p À xi P 0 Vp P uX 7X1
This formulation leads to various extensions of the concept of u-eigenvalue. First, u may be an arbitrary convex set, not necessarily a cone. Second, hÁY Ái may be understood as the duality product between a re¯exive Banach space r and its topological dual space r Ã . And, third, one may consider a variational inequality x P uY hex À kfxY p À xi P 0 Vp P uY 7X2
that involves a pair of (nonlinear) mappings eY f X r 3 r Ã . This latter case is very popular in the literature, since it has many interesting applications (see, for instance, Refs. [6, 8] and the references therein). It is rather surprising to notice that the case (7.1) has been somehow neglected. The variational inequality (7.1) involves a number of interesting issues related to the structure of the cone u. In this paper we have addressed some of these issues, but there is still a lot of room left for further investigation. To interact with the reader, we leave open for discussion the following questions:
